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About This Series

Watch the official Community Guide video series to learn some of the basics of Arma 3’s military gameplay. This series is
created by Bohemia Interactive in co-operation with Andrew Gluck (better known as Dslyecxi) from the Arma community

group Shack Tactical.
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arma 3 community guide series. arma 3 community guide jets

Prefacing this review with the fact that I've written a handy guide here ( 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/357460\/guides\/?browsesort=mostrecent&browsefilter=mostrecent&p=1&numperpage=9#
scrollTop=0 ) to prove I've actually watched the content in case of any sync errors with steam showing 0.0 hours played.

Gameloading is a very frenetic, hard-to-watch documentary about a specific clique of game developers that identify as "indie,"
but are actually very interconnected with one another.

At a run time of 1:33 including the credits, this film skips between over 34 interviews, but spends only meaningful camera time
on a select few. While industry veterans such as Jon Romero and Tom Hall are a welcome addition to provide their insight, they
have less than 2 minutes of cumulative screentime in favor of a sea of pink-haired hipster 20-somethings complaining about
how poor they are despite toting Macbooks across the U.S.(and in a few cases, the Atlantic). There's a clear narrative goal that is
contradicted by the obvious facts and environments these globe-trotting trust funders inhabit.

What's worse is there's a call-out to Kickstarter backers in the credits, so on inspection the movie was backed there for over
100K, and they're STILL asking for $9 a head on Steam? Truly atrocious. I feel like I've learned nothing, was bombarded with
unlikable negative personalities for 90 minutes, only to see them get rewarded with millions of dollars in the end for failing out
of film school.

If you saw that Indie Game movie on Netflix, just save your money and watch it for free somewhere else eventually, it's as
empty and pretentious a film as the Stanley Parable, but without the interactivity.. Honestly speaking, this game is really GOTY
when it comes to the speedrunning community, I think I might be third or fourth in the refund category.. Fantastic game. I have
about 14 hours on steam but more like 50 total played / The game plays well you have a overhead view of the battle , at times
can be a bit fustrating trying find info about a unit in a building or tree line . no glitches or crashes . good depth and can be
played in a few minutes if you breeze through manual still you may want check out all the detail you can get into on the units .
A bit pricey for today's standards but if you want a nonmass market highly acurate game then they are good for this .
I would and did wait for a sale or in bundle to get at 50% off then is really good for the money .
Bob C
aka Crazy Bear USA. Not expected what I tought , anyway fun game. great game, but can anybody make a vietnam version of
company of heroes?. I wanted to start off by saying the developer is asking for people to review this game. This shows great
confidence and the ability to accept constructive feedback is so rare. I would like to play it some more and leave a more detailed
review, but for now here is what ive got.

So far this game for its price is great. It has speedrunning potential that is reminescent to classic games I grew up with as a child.
The controls are precise\/tight and the challange involved is well recieved. Armor\/ weapons\/ stats are a bit plain, however
straightforward enough to be reasonable. I will update once I get further in, but so far its an entertaining game.

. good time passer, its nothing special, but its a fun aracde racer ( basicly mariokart with F1 drivers and a good take on F1 tracks
). it has a decent level on content but no real progression, with freinds on split screen its good fun and isnt very demanding so
laptops even with 2gb ram can enjoy it. the visuals are again satisfying if nothing special, good art style if a bit lacking in some
areas.

And thats about it...not much more to say really, if its on sale sure grab it and im sure mario kart players will enjoy. there is
online but you need to set up a race net acount or somthing ( i think dont quote me! ), im sure google will help with this!. As far
as an RPG maker goes, Stitched offers a lot of what you'd expect from an RPG maker horror game. It kept me very engagded
and the story was interesting up until  the end . This game never makes you feel bored since there is always something to do and
the scares are there with a decent atmosphere and jumpscares as well. The mechanic for stepping of your "fright" being your HP
was annoying at first (since stepping on blood triggers it) but it is nothing too frustrating.

Now this game lacks in a few things:
- It punishes you from exploring some areas since  the scene of someone being dead lowers your "HP" 
- The pacing of the story is somewhat done well up until  you try to escape, the whole ending sequence was very rushed. 
- The story at times can be VERY predictable but somethings still manage to be somewhat refreshing.
- And the final things that made this game kind of unsatisfying where:  the endings, they were too abrupt and were not satisfying
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enough for the build up you were givin. 

It was still a fun game and if you enjoy dark stories or horror troupes then this is a pretty decent pick up.
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First I will say this is clearly an early access game and in a few areas it shows. It is fully playable with no fatal crashes I have
ever found. I have played solo and with a friend. Server connection works great and after a bit of trial and error we figured out
what to do. The "no tutorial" complaints are valid as most of my time was spent figuring out what to do or how to do it, however
I think its more meant to be a tutorial through talking with people in the old city.
The comparison between this game and Minecraft is honestly silly for anyone who has even launched the game. The textures are
more compared with Ashen's art style, but characters have faces.
The comparison with Skyrim is a bit more valid, crafting feels similar in a way with the equipment leveling going from leather
to steel to the next tier.
I can not say I can compare this game fully with anything else though. Closest I have ever played is Planet Explorers, but that is
a stretch.
Pros-
Amazing artistic graphics
Open world with no loading screens after the first startup
Fun to just wander and let your mind free. You can easily say "I want to go here" and nothing is stopping you
Awesome feeling of swinging a sword or mining, everything feels like it flows very well.
Large world with beautiful design. Its fun to crest a hill and see what looks like a Japanese anime scene on the other side
Great combination between relaxing and stressful when your wandering and get attacked by a massive spider or Night Hunters.
Villages are amazingly well designed with dynamic building and upgrading
Characters feel like they are slowly coming alive, as in they are not finished being animated, but I can tell they are working on
it.

Cons-
Bugs are present, but nothing game breaking. Mostly just things not working correctly such as villagers not returning goods.
In a small way linear building pattern. Its a "Build this to build the next thing" in village and construction.
Not a lot of customization options, nothing setting one person apart from another I.E. not many different weapons or armor.
Villages could use a bit more functionality, but they work very well for where they stand now
No easy way to get HP back other than empty your gold. doesnt work, dont buy
At first it worked perfectly, fit my screen normally and ran at 30FPS, but then the next time i played it it didnt fit my screen, i
couldnt fix it and would only run at 1-2 FPS. I dont know if i messed up some settings but i dont think i changed anything. (this
could be my fault completey though). This game is not a bad game per se just very...'meh'. The game does a good job of
presenting Sherlock holmes in terms of game mechanics but it feels like the game is always holding your hand. It does not feel
like you can make any real mistakes. In the age of truly open world games this is a hard sell. But if you can get this game
reduced ($10) , then it might be good if you want something simple.. It is a mystery.. A carelessly, effortless put together game
and if not true, a game made by developers with very little knowledge on developing a close to good video game.

Not going to rate it as it's in early access but so far I do not recommend it AT ALL!

Only buy it if your supporting the developers or want to play a game and laugh at how bad it is for 5 minutes.

A gameplay showcase with honest and non-misleading gameplay will be provided shortly:

EDIT:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=3DqWif48lDc

RECOMMENDATIONS:
- Better Mapmaking( No horribly ugly structures, bigger playing fields, interesting maps that tell a story )

- Better gun mechanics ( Spread either dynamic or simply turned off )

- Textures are good along with models

I recommend going overhaul with the idea of getting to the core to win, I say let players add on layers and layers of armour on
end, ofcourse adding a limit, creating classes such as juggernauts who can wear more armour but slows them down and classes
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with fast characters that run fast and specialise with certain weapons.

I want to see a fat\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665walking around the map, that can role down hills like a bowling ball.
I want to see ninjas with katanas that rip through the thickest sets of armour.

^ That is a game that would sell in my opinion.. I play this game at the end of the day as a stress reliever, and believe me some
days I need it! It is silly but fun, tremendously addictive and, as someone that is not particularly good at this sort of thing,
incredibly frustrating. BUT it is fun. I am impressed by the amount of work that has gone into its development. The horses
make me laugh, the 'evil dudes' are truly evil and the heroes very, very disposable and you always have to be on the look out for
the odd things that appear and you have to question whether you have actually seen it or not... Give it a go!. What I like about
this game

+Hours of fun
+Lot of stuff to download from the workshop
+Online Multi-player
+Almost always +60 fps
+Friendly community
+EXPLOSION
+Realy good graphics

What I don’t like about this game

-Crashes happen every time
-When somting cause lagg IT'S EXTREEM LAGG
-Difficult control to fly a plane,tanks Ect
-Difficult to get used to building
-don't play it like for 4 hours straight otherwise it will get annoying and not fun to play

Don't get me wrong I still love this game, but you have to realy enjoy this game otherwise it's won't be fun.. AHHH this was so
cute!!! The Aesthetic 10/10 I love this so much. Very short and simple, but the simplicity of the art style is so nice and calming.
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